Improvement the Lodging Resistance of Banana (Musa AAA)
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Abstract
Banana is an important crop and fruit in many developing countries. China is one of the main banana-producing countries. China’s banana production was always heavily affected by typhoon. The physical strength of banana pseudostem was mainly determined by the content of lignin. 4-coumarate: CoA ligase (4CL) is a rate-limiting enzyme for lignin synthesis. There were 25 4CL genes in banana A genome. Mu4CL15 was the main gene for encoding 4CL in banana pseudostem. The substrate that Mu4CL15 preferred can be ordered as the followed: 4-coumaric acid, caffeic acid, ferulic acid and sinapic acid from the most to the least. After Mu4CL15 was transformed into tobacco, the lignin content in the stem of the transgenic plant was significantly higher than that of the wild type. The stem strength of the transformed seedlings was higher than that of the wild type. After banana embryos were transformed with Mu4CL15, the lignin content in pseudostem of the transformed plant was significantly higher than the control.

The physical strength of the transformed-plant pseudostem was also distinctly higher than the control. Enhancing banana plant’s lodging resistance by transforming 4-coumarate: CoA ligase gene is feasible. Besides transgenic method, screening and identifying the germplasm resource of banana can also breed new cultivars with higher resistance to lodging. Work on identifying and screening the physical strength of banana germplasm pseudostem can be reduced by measuring seedling pseudostem diameter, total lignin and the expression of 4-coumarate: CoA ligase gene Mu4CL15. The breeding time can also be shortened by measuring these three characters. These researches lay a foundation for developing transgenic banana varieties with higher-lodging resistance.
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Introduction
China ranks third in the world in terms of banana production. Chinese banana-planting areas belong to tropical monsoon climate region, which was always blown by typhoon in summer and autumn. When typhoon passed through, in many cases, banana plants were blown down and pseudostems were broken. Selecting dwarf mutants can reduce the loss to some extent. But decreasing plant height will lead to the reduction of photosynthesis, which will result that the final production is cut down. Cultivating new varieties with high-lodging resistance is a permanent solution to resolve this problem. Lodging resistance in crops is a key factor for plant lodging resistance [1]. The structural carbohydrates, lignin and cellulose, played key roles for plant stem strength [2]. Cellulose is soft and flexible. Lignin makes plant-tissue's mechanical intensity and supportable ability [2]. Plant's lodging resistance was mainly determined by lignin content in stem [3-5]. Decreasing the lignin content will make stem soft and fragile, resulting that crops lodged [6]. A small increase in lignin content will result in a high increase in stem strength and lodging resistance [2].

There were three kinds of lignin monomers in banana plant [7]. Only these three kinds of lignin monomers increased proportionally in stem cells, plant’s lodging resistance will be enhanced. 4-coumarate: CoA ligase (4CL) is a rate-limiting enzyme for lignin synthesis [8]. Analyzing the relationship between 4CLs and plant-lodging resistance is important for finding candidate genes for constructing transgenic plants with high-lodging resistance. There were four genomes-A, B, S, and T-presently known in cultivated bananas. Most banana varieties cultivated in China were from Cavendish germplasm, which harbored only A genome. Twenty-five 4CL-homologous sequences were found in banana A genome. Among these homologous genes, Mu4CL15 had the closest relationship with bmr2, a sorghum 4CL whose enzyme characteristics and crystal structure had been identified [9]. The substrate that Mu4CL15 preferred can be ordered as the following: 4-coumaric acid, caffeic acid, ferulic acid and sinapic acid from the most to the least [10]. Tobacco transformed with Mu4CL15 had higher lignin content and lodging resistance than the plants transformed with empty vector [10].
Over-expressing Mu4CL15 in plant can increase plant’s lignin content and lodging resistance. After banana embryogenic suspension cells were transformed with Mu4CL15, the lignin content in the pseudostem of the transformed seedling was 10.3±0.6%, while that value of the control was only 5.3±0.5% [11]. The lignin content in pseudostem of the transformed plant was significantly higher than that in pseudostem of the control [11]. The physical strength of the transformed-plant pseudostem was also distinctly higher than the control [11]. Enhancing banana plant’s lodging resistance by transforming 4-coumarate: CoA ligase gene is feasible. Besides transgenic method, screening and identifying the germ plasm resource of banana can also breed new cultivars with higher resistance to lodging. The volume of mature banana plant was large. On average, an acre space can only accommodate 780 to 1080 banana plants. Getting a single plant with valuable trait always need to screen thousands of plants. Breeding new cultivars by screening mature-banana plants needs much hard work. If the physical strength of pseudostem of mature banana can be predicted in seedling stage, much labor and work can be cut. The spanning time of breeding can also be reduced. We found that the plant with high-physical strength in seedling stage always has high-physical strength in mature stage.

The physical strength of banana-seedling pseudostem was closely related to pseudostem diameter, total lignin and the expression of Mu4CL15 [12]. Pseudostem diameter, total lignin and the expression of Mu4CL15 can be used to predict the physical strength of banana pseudostem [12]. Work on identifying and screening the physical strength of banana germ plasm can be shortened by measuring seedling-pseudostem diameter, seedling-total lignin and the expression of Mu4CL15 in seedling pseudostem. The breeding-spanning time can also be shortened by measuring these three characters. These researches lay a foundation for developing banana varieties with higher-lodging resistance.
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